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Abstract
The accurate incorporation of nuclear quantum effects in large-scale molecular dynamics simulations remains a significant challenge. Here, we develop a new formulation of the equations
of motion of molecular dynamics that incorporates nuclear quantum effects, enabling molecular
dynamics simulations to be performed on an effective energy surface obtained from a constrained
energy minimization with given quantum nuclear expectation positions. Using a series of model
systems, we find that this new approach is significantly more accurate in describing vibrations
than classical molecular dynamics and can accurately describe tunneling, which classical molecular
dynamics is unable to do. With a lower computational cost, this approach is comparable to or
more accurate than centroid molecular dynamics and ring-polymer molecular dynamics.

Nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) [1] have a great impact on the structural, thermodynamical, and kinetic properties of a wide range of chemical and biological systems [2]. They
usually include zero-point and tunneling effects and are significant when light nuclei, such as
hydrogen, are present. The accurate incorporation of NQEs in molecular simulations is important for understanding many fundamental properties but remains a significant challenge
for large-scale molecular simulations. For example, the anomalous properties of water are
closely related to the NQEs of the complex hydrogen bond network [3, 4] and thus cannot
be fully explained with classical molecular dynamics (MD) without an accurate inclusion of
NQEs [5].
There have been many theoretical developments on the incorporation of NQEs in molecular simulations. Some empirical force fields [6] have been used to include NQEs implicitly,
and have been able to treat protons and deuteriums differently in water [7]. Quantum wave
packet dynamics is based on the exact time evolution of a quantum system according to the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation and can give theoretical predictions that accurately
match to experiments [8–12]. Quantum trajectory methods [13] are based on the de BroglieBohm formulation of quantum mechanics [14–18], which attributes all quantum effects to
the quantum potential. With a reasonable approximation to the quantum potential, quantum trajectory methods have been applied to many model systems and give accurate results
[19, 20]. Multicomponent quantum theories [21–26] also include NQEs in real-time simulations [27–31]. They usually simultaneously treat both electrons and key nuclei quantum
mechanically and therefore do not rely on conventional Born-Oppenheimer potential energy
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surfaces (PESs). Dynamics simulations can be performed through quantum time evolution
of multicomponent wave functions or density matrices [29, 30], and practical problems, such
as proton transfer processes, have been studied with multicomponent quantum theory [32].
Although the aforementioned methods are highly accurate in describing NQEs, they are
often hindered by their high computational costs in large molecular or bulk systems. This
challenge can be partially addressed using methods based on the path integral formulation
of quantum mechanics [33, 34]. By simultaneously simulating a set of coupled replicas for
a system, path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) [35, 36] is able to capture NQEs and
accurately describe many static properties of the system [37]. Its extensions such as ringpolymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) [38] and centroid molecular dynamics (CMD) [39–44]
can describe dynamical properties using approximate correlation functions. While dynamical
properties from RPMD and CMD are considerably more accurate than those from classical
MD, challenges still exist with spurious frequencies in RPMD and curvature problems in
CMD. Both of these problems can lead to unreliable vibrational spectra [45], although
several recent developments can mitigate them to some extent, including thermostatted
RPMD [46, 47], Matsubara dynamics [48], and quasicentroid molecular dynamics [49].
In this Letter, we present an alternative formulation for the equations of motion of classical MD that incorporates NQEs. With this new formulation, NQEs can be efficiently and
accurately described with MD on an effective PES, which in practice is approximated by a
constrained minimized energy surface (CMES). We first analytically show that CMES-MD
remains exact for the harmonic oscillator model. Then, with numerical analyses of a Morse
oscillator model and a quartic double-well potential model, we show that CMES-MD is generally much more accurate in describing vibrations and tunneling effects than conventional
MD, RPMD, and CMD.
We start with the polar representation of a time-dependent wave function ψ(x, t) =
A(x, t) exp(iS(x, t)/h̄), where the amplitude A and the phase S are both real functions. For
simplicity, we assume that there is only one quantum particle throughout our derivation.
However, the formulation can be easily generalized to multiple quantum particle cases if the
particles can be assumed to be distinguishable, such as nuclei in regular molecular and bulk
systems. With this polar representation, the kinetic energy can be decomposed into two
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terms
⟨T̂ ⟩(t) =

(−ih̄∇)2
A(x, t)
dxA(x, t)
2m
Z
1
+
dxA2 (x, t)[∇S(x, t)]2 .
2m
Z

(1)

The first term is the kinetic energy evaluated with the amplitude function A only. Since
A is associated with the real space probability density distribution with ρ(x, t) = A2 (x, t),
this term can be perceived as the kinetic energy due to quantum delocalization, or the
zero-point kinetic energy. In the second term, the key quantity ∇S is associated with the
observable momentum and is in fact the momentum field in Bohmian mechanics [14–18]
with the definition p(x, t) = ∇S(x, t). Therefore, after multiplying [∇S(x, t)]2 /2m with

the probability density A2 (x, t) and integrating over the spatial variable, the second term
can be considered as the kinetic energy associated with the observable momentum p.
With the variance of the observable momentum defined as the variance of the momentum
field in Bohmian mechanics:
σp2 (t)

≡

Z

dxA2 (x, t)[∇S(x, t)]2 − ⟨p⟩2 (t),

(2)

the kinetic energy can be further expressed as
⟨p̂⟩2 (t) σp2 (t)
+
.
⟨T̂ ⟩(t) = ⟨A(t)|T̂ |A(t)⟩ +
2m
2m

(3)

The terms in Eq. 3 correspond to, respectively, the zero-point kinetic energy, the classical
kinetic energy associated with the expectation value of the observable momentum, and an
energy contribution from the variance of the observable momentum.
Another way of expressing the kinetic energy is simply ⟨T̂ ⟩(t) = ⟨Ĥ⟩(t) − ⟨V̂ ⟩(t), which
can be plugged into the left side of Eq. 3. Then we can take the time derivative on both
sides of the equation and simplify the equation into


⟨p̂⟩ d⟨p̂⟩
∂V
d
d σp2
·
=
− ⟨A(t)|Ĥ(t)|A(t)⟩ −
.
m
dt
∂t
dt
dt 2m

(4)

Note that we have used the relationship d⟨Ĥ⟩(t)/ dt = ⟨∂V /∂t⟩ in the simplification procedure. Eq. 4 relates the time dependence of momentum to the time dependence of energetic
terms. It is exact without any approximation. However, in order to make it into an equation
of motion that can be practically used, we next proceed with two major approximations.
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First, we neglect the derivative of the momentum variance term, which is generally hard to
evaluate. Second, we invoke an adiabatic approximation and assume that the quantum state
|A⟩ does not explicitly depend on time. This is done by a constrained minimization, where
we assume that the wave function of the quantum particle can adapt to the energy-minimized
quantum state at a particular expectation position during the dynamics process. Therefore,
the wave function only explicitly depends on the expectation position rather than time. We
note that these two approximations are not trivially justifiable, and their applicability as
well as limitations will be discussed later in this Letter. With the second approximation,
the quantum state |A⟩ can be obtained from a constrained minimization for the total energy
with the following Lagrangian:
L = ⟨A|Ĥ(t)|A⟩ + f · (⟨A|x̂|A⟩ − ⟨x̂⟩(t)) − Ẽ(⟨A|A⟩ − 1),

(5)

where f is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the expectation position constraint, Ẽ
is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the wave function normalization constraint, and
⟨x̂⟩(t) is the expectation position at time t. Making the Lagrangian function stationary
under the expectation position constraint and the normalization constraint leads to the
eigenvalue equation:
[Ĥ(t) + f · x̂]|A⟩ = Ẽ|A⟩,

(6)

where |A⟩ is the eigenstate, the Lagrange multiplier Ẽ is the associated eigenvalue, and f
needs be solved iteratively so that |A⟩ satisfies the constraints.
With both approximations applied and the quantum state |A⟩ obtained as a function of
⟨x̂⟩(t), we can simplify Eq. 4 into
⟨p̂⟩ d⟨p̂⟩
·
≈−
m
dt

 

dA
dA
Ĥ(t) A − A Ĥ(t)
dt
dt
h
d⟨x̂⟩
=−
· ⟨∇⟨x̂⟩ A|Ĥ(t)|A⟩
dt
i
+⟨A|Ĥ(t)|∇⟨x̂⟩ A⟩

=−



⟨p̂⟩
· ∇⟨x̂⟩ ⟨A|Ĥ(t)|A⟩.
m

(7)

(8)
(9)

Note that here we have used the Ehrenfest theorem d⟨x̂⟩/ dt = ⟨p̂⟩/m. Since it is reasonable
to assume that the change of ⟨p̂⟩ should have an opposite direction to the energy gradient
term (∇⟨x̂⟩ ⟨A|Ĥ(t)|A⟩), the common prefactor |⟨p̂⟩|/m can be dropped and we arrive at the
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final expression
d⟨p̂⟩
≈ −∇⟨x̂⟩ ⟨A|Ĥ(t)|A⟩ ≡ −∇⟨x̂⟩ V CMES (⟨x̂⟩),
dt

(10)

where V CMES is the constrained minimized energy surface (CMES). Together with d⟨x̂⟩/ dt =
⟨p̂⟩/m, they form the equations of motion for CMES-MD. These equations of motion represent a new way of performing MD simulations that explicitly include NQEs. They are highly
similar in structure to Newton’s equations used in conventional MD simulations, with the
difference that the time evolution is now on the quantum expectation positions and momenta rather than the classical ones. Furthermore, V CMES is the energy associated with the
quantum state |A⟩ rather than the classical potential, and consequently, quantum effects are

inherently incorporated in CMES-MD based on V CMES .

In this Letter, we investigate the model systems of a harmonic oscillator, a Morse oscillator
and a quartic double-well potential, which have easily accessible exact quantum solutions
and can be compared with RPMD and CMD at a reasonable computational cost. For
the Morse oscillator and the quartic double-well models, classical MD and CMES-MD are
performed with an in-house python script, and 1-dimensional RPMD and CMD simulations
are performed with a modified i-PI package [50]. The computational details are described
in the Supplemental Material. We note that in principle, CMES-MD can also be applied
to molecular systems, and current research in our group is being pursued using the energy
surface from constrained nuclear-electronic orbital density functional theory (cNEO-DFT)
[51, 52] as an approximation to the CMES.
The 1-dimensional harmonic oscillator Ĥ = p̂2 /2m + mω 2 (x̂ − xe )2 /2 is one particular
model for which classical MD gives the same trajectory as the exact quantum theory. RPMD
and CMD are also exact for this model system. For CMES-MD, since Ĥ + f x̂ represents
the harmonic oscillator with shifted energy and shifted position based on the value of f ,
the constrained minimized energy state |A⟩ for any expectation position ⟨x̂⟩ is the ground
state wave function of Ĥ shifted to the expectation position ⟨x̂⟩. Finally, the corresponding
energy surface as a function of the expectation position ⟨x̂⟩ is
V CMES (⟨x̂⟩) =

h̄ω 1
+ mω 2 (⟨x̂⟩ − xe )2 .
2
2

(11)

This effective potential universally shifts the original harmonic potential upwards by h̄ω/2,
which is the well-known zero-point energy for a harmonic oscillator (see Fig. S1). This
result may seem counterintuitive since conventionally ZPE is considered to be a property
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of the whole energy surface rather than a point-wise property, however, we note that here
the ZPE should be more accurately considered as a quantum delocalization energy, which
always exists as the quantum wave packet travels in the space. Since classical MD produces
the exact trajectory on the harmonic potential, the trajectory produced by CMES-MD on
V CMES will also be exact without any need for numerical tests.
Compared with the harmonic oscillator, the Morse potential is a better model for chemical
bonds with anharmonic effects. Here we use a Morse potential that can mimic the stretch of
the O – H bond and perform simulations using classical MD, CMES-MD, RPMD, and CMD.
In CMES-MD, the CMES is solved numerically on grids with the finite difference method
and its numerical gradient is then used as the force according to Eq. 10. The exact quantum
results are used as references, which are obtained from the analytical solution of the Morse
potential.
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FIG. 1. Velocity autocorrelation functions Cvv and power spectra of the Morse oscillator at 50 K
(upper) and 300 K (lower). The potential form is V (x) = De (e−2α(x−xe ) − 2e−α(x−xe ) ), where
q
2
De = hcωe /4ωe χe and α = 2µhcωe χe /h̄2 with the reduced mass taken from molecule 16O 1H. ALl
the parameters are the same as those used in Ref. 46, with ωe = 3737.76 cm−1 , ωe χe = 84.881 cm−1 ,
and xe = 0.96966 Å. The dashed vertical line represents the exact quantum frequency 3568 cm−1 .

Fig. 1 shows the velocity autocorrelation functions and the corresponding power spectra
of classical MD, CMES-MD, RPMD, and CMD at two different temperatures, along with the
exact quantum references. Compared with the Kubo-transformed quantum velocity auto7

correlation function [53], classical MD underestimates the period of the correlation function
and therefore severely overestimates the vibrational frequency. RPMD and CMD can more
accurately describe the correlation function and their overestimations of the vibrational frequencies are significantly less than those of classical MD. CMES-MD is noticeably more
accurate than RPMD and CMD with better agreement with the exact quantum correlation
functions and more accurate vibrational frequencies. Note that conventionally RPMD and
CMD are known to have problems in describing molecular vibrations with spurious frequencies for RPMD and curvature problems for CMD. However, these problems did not show up
in this simple one-dimensional one-mode model system. Despite this fact, CMES-MD still
outperforms these methods in terms of both accuracy and efficiency. These results suggest
that with a low computational cost that is only slightly higher than that of classical MD,
CMES-MD can accurately describe bond vibrations that are highly anharmonic.
As the temperature increases, CMES-MD and other simulation methods start to have
broader vibrational peaks. This peak broadening is accompanied by a red shift in the peak
position as a result of the anharmonic potential energy surface. For this Morse potential, we
observe that for a temperature between 50 K and 1500 K (see Fig. S2), CMES-MD is always
the most accurate among all the methods we tested.
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FIG. 2. Position autocorrelation function Cxx and power spectrum of the double-well potential at
2

4

50 K. The potential form is V (x) = ax2 + bx4 , where a = −4 eV/Å and b = 32 eV/Å . The mass
of the particle is the same as the mass of a proton. The dashed vertical line represents the exact
quantum frequency 382 cm−1 .

Next we investigate a more challenging double-well potential model, in which quantum
tunneling is expected to occur. We use a quartic double-well potential with a 0.125 eV barrier
height and a 0.5 Å separation between the potential minima, which can roughly represent
the potential energy landscape for a practical proton transfer reaction. The CMES and
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its gradients for the quartic double-well potential are determined via the same procedure
as is used for the Morse potential, solving numerically on grids with the finite difference
method. As shown in Fig. S3, the CMES of this double-well potential is a single well with
the minimum located at ⟨x̂⟩ = 0. This huge difference between the original potential and the
effective potential may initially seem counterintuitive. In fact, it is the key to the success of
CMES-MD and can be understood in the following way: the ground state for this double-well
potential has a symmetrical wave function with two peaks, whose expectation position is at
⟨x̂⟩ = 0. Therefore, the CMES has its minimum at ⟨x̂⟩ = 0. As the constrained expectation
position deviates from the center, the constrained minimized wave function becomes less
symmetrical with more and more excited state characters mixed in, thus increasing the
energy and forming a single-well effective potential. On this single-well effective potential,
the quantum expectation position moves smoothly between left and right as if the barrier
does not exist, which is in agreement with the quantum picture, where the wave function
can tunnel through the barrier back and forth with a smooth oscillation for the quantum
expectation position. This physical picture can be quantitatively verified by the agreement
between the tunneling frequency by CMES-MD and the exact quantum tunneling frequency
as shown in Fig. 2. In contrast, classical MD completely fails in predicting this tunneling
effect with almost all simulations at low temperatures trapped in local minima of the doublewell. Therefore, classical MD gives position autocorrelation functions that are not vertically
centered at zero, and its vibrational frequency is close to the Hessian value around the local
minimum, which is about 5 times larger than the quantum tunneling frequency. Unlike in
the Morse oscillator case, the two path-integral methods show significant differences in the
double-well potential model, as CMD gives good autocorrelation functions and predicts a
relatively sharp peak with an accurate tunneling frequency, whereas RPMD suffers from a
fast decay of the correlation function and a broad peak that smears over a range of nearly
2000 cm−1 . As the temperature increases, classical MD starts to have redshifts in the peak
positions, and CMES-MD and CMD see blueshifts. At 1500 K, all simulation methods
behave very similarly with broad peaks that maximize around 1300-1500 cm−1 (see Fig. S4).
All of these results from CMES-MD show that CMES-MD is comparable to the accurate
CMD method in describing the dynamics in the double-well potential system, but at a much
lower computational cost.
The good performance of CMES-MD suggests that the approximations that we made
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during the derivations are reasonable. These approximations mainly include the neglect
of the change of the momentum variance and the adiabatic approximation that assumes
that the quantum particle can adapt its wave function distribution to the lowest-energy
state on a time scale that is faster than its spatial movement. However, we note that it is
possible that in some circumstances these approximations may break down and CMES-MD
may fail. For example, if significant reflection exists in the process, the time derivative of
the momentum variance may not be negligible, and when the particle is moving very fast,
the probability distribution may not adapt fast enough to the constrained minimized wave
function, thus breaking the adiabatic approximation. In addition, similarly to conventional
MD, the classical treatment brings not only efficiency but also some limitations. For example,
quantum coherence is missing, which is reflected by a decreasing amplitude of the correlation
function, and heat capacities will not approach zero when T → 0 K due to the loss of the
energy quantization picture. Furthermore, classical dynamics with distinguishable particles
is incapable of capturing the exchange effect, which is important in systems with heavily
packed particles, such as in a Bose-Einstein condensate [54, 55]. Although detailed studies
of these approximations and possible limitations are beyond the scope of the current work,
they are important topics for our future research for better understanding the applicabilities
and limitations of CMES-MD. We finally note that due to the similarity between CMES-MD
and classical MD, we can expect analytical force field models or even machine-learning force
fields (ML-FFs) [56] to be built based on the CMES, which will allow for an even more
efficient incorporation of NQEs in MD simulations.
In summary, we provide a formal derivation for incorporating NQEs in the framework
of MD. This is achieved through the calculation of a CMES, which serves as the effective
potential for MD simulations. In CMES-MD, quantum delocalization and tunneling effects
are inherently included and therefore CMES-MD is capable of accurately describing dynamical vibrational frequencies that are comparable to or better than CMD and RPMD.
Furthermore, CMES-MD is vastly more computationally efficient than conventional ways
of including NQEs and can be further accelerated when combined with modern machinelearning techniques in the future. It is a promising method to describe NQEs in larger and
more complex systems, which will open the door to broader applications.
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